Arabian Horse Life Magazine Writer’s Guidelines

*Arabian Horse Life* magazine does not accept unsolicited manuscripts except for personal stories from our membership. For assigned articles, *Arabian Horse Life* pays on acceptance and approval from the editor. When an article is published, a byline is given, and acceptance for publication includes first rights and online rights. *Arabian Horse Life* retains the right to publish articles on our timeline and may move articles around to fit our editorial calendar.

*Arabian Horse Life* publishes “how-tos,” technical topics, training topics and interviews intended to inform and educate horse owners, as well as human interest stories and historical profiles involving Arabians, Half-Arabians and the people around them. It accepts no first-person experiences except from our membership, and those articles are unpaid. Articles typically range from 750 to 2,000 words.

If you have a specific article topic in mind, save yourself some trouble by first checking to make sure we have not done an article on the topic recently and do not already have one assigned in the near future. You can do so by emailing the editor at editor@arabianhorses.org.

Prospective writers should send a resume and samples of their writing before submitting a manuscript. Ideally, clips should show an ability to organize information to maximize the understanding and education of the reader, as well as a correct grammar and punctuation. Include an email address as that is our preferred method of contact. Query letters or complete manuscripts will be reviewed after this process. You can email information to editor@arabianhorses.org or mail it to *Arabian Horse Life*, 10805 E. Bethany Drive, Aurora, CO 80014.